problem was that I wasn't thinking clearly yet about algebra. My introduction at age 15 to teacher James R. Harkey put me on the road to solving that problem.
In high school Mr. Harkey taught us what he called an axiomatic approach to solving algebraic equations. He showed us a set of steps that worked every time (and he gave us plenty of homework to practice on). In addition, by executing those steps, we necessarily documented our thinking as we worked. Not only were we thinking clearly, using a reliable and repeatable sequence of steps, but we were also proving to anyone who read our Recently, I've been introduced to the world of "MySQL tuning," and the situation seems very similar to what I saw in Oracle more than 20 years ago.
It reminds me a lot of how difficult beginning algebra seemed when I was about 13 years old. At that age, I had to appeal heavily to trial and error to get through. I can remember looking at an equation such as 3x + 4 = 13 and basically stumbling upon the answer, x = 3.
The trial-and-error method worked-albeit slowly and uncomfortably-for easy equations, but it didn't scale as the problems got tougherfor example, 3x + 4 = 14. Now what? My work that we were thinking clearly. Our work for Mr. Harkey is illustrated in Table 1 .
This was Mr. Harkey's axiomatic approach to algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and calculus: one small, logical, provable, and auditable step at a time. It's the first time I ever really got mathematics.
Naturally, I didn't realize it at the time, but of course proving was a skill that would be vital for my success in the world after school. In life I've found that, of course, knowing things matters, but proving those things to other people matters more. Without good proving skills, it's difficult to be a good consultant, a good leader, or even a good employee.
My goal since the mid-1990s has been to create a similarly rigorous approach to Oracle performance optimization. Lately, I have been expanding the scope of that goal beyond Oracle to: "Create an axiomatic approach to computer software performance optimization." I've found that not many people like it when I talk like that, so let's say it like this: "My goal is to help you think clearly about how to optimize the performance of your computer software."
What is Performance?
Googling the word performance results in more than a half-billion hits on concepts ranging from bicycle racing to the dreaded employee review process that many companies these days are learning to avoid. Most of the top hits relate to the subject of this article: the time it takes for computer software to perform whatever task you ask it to do. And that's a great place to begin: the task, a business-oriented unit of work. Tasks can nest: "print invoices" is a task; "print one invoice"-a subtask-is also a task. For a computer user, performance usually means the time it takes for the system to execute some task. Response time is the execution duration of a task, measured in time per task, such as "seconds per click." For example, my Google search for the word performance had a response time of 0.24 seconds. The Google Web page rendered that measurement right in my browser. That is evidence to me that Google values my perception of Google performance.
Some people are interested in another performance measure: throughput, the count of task executions that complete within a specified time interval, such as "clicks per second." In general, people who are responsible for the performance of groups of people worry more about throughput than does the person who works in a solo contributor role. For example, an individual accountant is usually more concerned about whether the response time of a daily report will require that accountant to stay late after work. The manager of a group of accounts is additionally concerned about whether the system is capable of processing all the data that all of the accountants in that group will be processing. Response time and throughput are not necessarily reciprocals. To know them both, you need to measure them both. Which is more important? For a given situation, you might answer legitimately in either direction. In many circumstances, the answer is that both are vital measurements requiring management. For example, a system owner may have a business requirement not only that response time must be 1.0 second or less for a given task in 99% or more of executions but also that the system must support a sustained throughput of 1,000 executions of the task within a 10-minute interval. As GE says, "Our customers feel the variance, not the mean."
Response time versus throughput

Percentile specifications
1 Expressing response-time goals as percentiles makes for much more compelling requirement specifications that match with end-user expectations: for example, the "Track Shipment" task must complete in less than .5 seconds in at least 99.9% of executions.
Problem Diagnosis
In nearly every performance problem I've been invited to repair, the stated problem has been about response time: "It used to take less than a second to do X; now it sometimes takes 20+." Of course, a specific statement like that is often buried under veneers of other problems such as: "Our whole [adjectives deleted] system is so slow we can't use it." 2 Just because something happened often for me doesn't mean it will happen for you. The most important thing to do first is state the problem clearly, so you can think about it clearly.
A good way to begin is to ask, what is the goal state that you want to achieve? Find some specifics that you can measure to express this: for example, "Response time of X is more than 20 seconds in many cases. We'll be happy when response time is one second or less in at least 95% of execu- Let's work our way through those questions.
the sequence Diagram
A sequence diagram is a type of graph specified in UML (Unified Modeling Language), used to show the interactions between objects in the sequential order that those interactions occur. The sequence diagram is an exceptionally useful tool for visualizing response time. Figure 1 shows a standard UML sequence diagram for a simple application system composed 
Imagine now drawing the sequence diagram to scale, so that the distance between each "request" arrow coming in and its corresponding "response" arrow going out are proportional to the duration spent servicing the request. I have shown such a diagram in Figure 2 . This is a good graphical representation of how the components represented in your diagram are spending your user's time. You can "feel" the relative contribution to response time by looking at the picture.
Sequence diagrams are just right for helping people conceptualize how their responses are consumed on a given system, as one tier hands control of the task to the next. Sequence diagrams also work well to show how simultaneous processing threads work in parallel, and they are good tools for analyzing performance outside of the information technology business. 1 The sequence diagram is a good conceptual tool for talking about performance, but to think clearly about performance, you need something else. Here's the problem. Imagine the task you're supposed to fix has a response time of 2,468 seconds (41 minutes, 8 seconds). In that period of time, running that task causes your application server to execute 322,968 database calls. Figure 3 shows what the sequence diagram for that task would look like.
There are so many request and response arrows between the application and database tiers that you can't see any of the detail. Printing the sequence diagram on a very long scroll isn't a useful solution, because it would take weeks of visual inspection before you would be able to derive useful information from the details you would see.
The sequence diagram is a good tool for conceptualizing flow of control and the corresponding flow of time. To think clearly about response time, however, you need something else.
the Profile
The sequence diagram does not scale well. To deal with tasks that have huge call counts, you need a convenient aggregation of the sequence diagram so that you understand the most important patterns in how your time has been spent. Table 3 shows an example of a profile, which does the trick. A profile is a tabular decomposition of response time, typically listed in descending order of component response time contribution.
Example 4. The profile in Table 3 From the data shown in Table  3 , you know that 70.8% of your user's response time is consumed by DB:fetch() calls. Furthermore, if you can drill down in to the individual calls whose durations were aggregated to create this profile, you can know how many of those App:await _ db _ netIO() calls corresponded to DB:fetch() calls, and you can know how much response time each of those consumed. With a profile, you can begin to formulate the answer to the question, "How long should this task run?"… which, by now, you know is an important question in the first step (section 0) of any good problem diagnosis.
amdahl's Law
Profiling helps you think clearly about performance. Even if Gene Amdahl had not given us Amdahl's Law back in 1967, you would probably have come up with it yourself after the first few profiles you looked at.
Amdahl's Law states: Performance improvement is proportional to how much a program uses the thing you improved. If the thing you're trying to improve contributes only 5% to your task's total response time, then the maximum impact you'll be able to make is 5% of your total response time. This means that the closer to the top of a profile that you work (assuming that the profile is sorted in descending response-time order), the bigger the benefit potential for your overall response time.
This doesn't mean that you always work a profile in top-down order, though, because you also need to consider the cost of the remedies you'll be executing. A tremendous value of the profile is that you can learn exactly how much improvement you should expect for a proposed investment. It opens the door to making much better decisions about what remedies to implement first. Your predictions give you a yardstick for measuring your own performance as an analyst. Finally, it gives you a chance to showcase your cleverness and intimacy with your technology as you find more efficient remedies for reducing response time more than expected, at lower-thanexpected costs.
What remedy action you implement first really boils down to how much you trust your cost estimates. Does "dirt cheap" really take into account the risks that the proposed improvement may inflict upon the system? For example, it may seem dirt cheap to change that parameter or drop that index, but does that change potentially disrupt the good performance behavior of something out there that you're not even thinking about right now? Reliable cost estimation is another area in which your technological skills pay off.
Another factor worth considering is the political capital that you can earn by creating small victories. Maybe cheap, low-risk improvements won't amount to much overall responsetime improvement, but there's value in establishing a track record of small improvements that exactly fulfill your predictions about how much response time you'll save for the slow task. A track record of prediction and fulfillment ultimately-especially in the area of software performance, where myth and superstition have reigned at many locations for decades-gives you the credibility you need to influence your colleagues (your peers, your managers, your customers…) to let you perform increasingly expensive remedies that may produce bigger payoffs for the business. A word of caution, however: don't get careless as you rack up successes and propose ever-bigger, costlier, riskier remedies. Credibility is fragile. It takes a lot of work to build it up but only one careless mistake to bring it down.
skew When you work with profiles, you repeatedly encounter sub-problems such as this:
Example 6. The profile in Table 3 Imagine, however, that you had the additional information available in Table 5 . Then you could formulate much more precise best-case and worst-case estimates. Specifically, if you had information like this, you would be smart to try to figure out how specifically to eliminate the 47,444 calls with response times in the .01-to .1-second range.
summary
In Part 1, I have tried to link together some of the basic principles that I have seen people trip over in my travels as a software performance analyst. In Part 2, I will describe how competition for shared resources influences performance by covering the concepts of efficiency, load, queuing delay, and coherency delay. I will also explain how to think clearly about performance during the design, build, and test phases of an application, so that you'll be much more likely to create fast software that can become even faster throughout its production lifespan. 
